
Date: 1/30/2020 Teacher:  Goins Grade: 2nd Grade

Time in/out: 9:00-9:30

Whole Group or Small Group: Small Group

A2i Data Check in: FIDELITY (using December data)

The blue line allows you to compare your class growth rate on
L2M (phonics) to the growth rate we saw in our longitudinal

study.

Last Reset: December 6, 2019
Login: https://mya2i.net



Teacher Managed Meaning Focus Teacher Managed Code Focus

Main Idea and Key Details (Guided reading) with group 3
(14 minutes)

● Partner talk to review previous reading
● Teacher questioning/using post its

Group 2 (7 minutes)
● Transition into guided reading after quick word

work on long and short e
● Front loading vocabulary
● Non fiction text

Group 2 (7 minutes)
short and long vowel review

Child Managed Meaning Focus Child Managed Code Focus

Lexia
Read to Self and AR
Epic!
Writing
Google Classroom

Lexia
Google Classroom



Considerations:
Your students are enthusiastic about learning and you have a great rapport with them. I could see how they have so
much ownership of their learning and you have deep respect for them and they have it for you.
Your classroom environment is an additional teacher with all the anchor charts and resources for the kids to access as
scaffolds for learning. Your environment is warm and welcoming and students know procedures and expectations.

I appreciate that you reflected on the rotation model that your teammates implement and decided that it was not the
format for you. That speaks to your thoughtfulness as a teacher and understanding of what works for you as an
educator and what works for your students.

I think using a may do/must do type menu is a great option for second graders and I also love how flexible you were
with your groupings. It was awesome to see you pull kids to the back table, set a timer and differentiate instruction by
reading level and also by content and time. That is, you had some students do a longer word work activity before you
dove into guided reading while others started immediately on the comprehension.

Looking at your A2i data, it looks like we have an upcoming assessment for this month. After you assess, don’t forget to
reset your groups in the classroom view and use the recommendations to help identify what your may dos and must
dos will be for your class.

It might be beneficial to consider having different must do and may dos for certain groups within your class. That is,
instead of having one menu for everyone, you might have one for each group that is based off of A2i
recommendations.

For example:



Group One Group Two Group Three Group 4 Group 5

Must Do

Lexia
FCRR Hands on Activity

Lexia
Independent reading

(AR)

Independent Reading/AR
Response to Literature

May Do

Epic! Books
Word Work

Benchmark Online

Google Classroom
Word Work

Benchmark Online

Google Classroom
Writing

This is just a hypothetical menu, but it is based on the tenet that your group 1 kids need more code focused activities
than your group 5 kids and as a result, are offered more opportunities to get that support. Whereas, your independent
readers and writers are able to focus on meaning focused activities that are differentiated to their level. It also might be
nice to project this digitally so you can simply type in the activities for the week and they can easily see where they
need to go.

Thank you so much for allowing me to come and spend time with you last week. I can’t wait to work with you and fine
tune your new menu format until it feels just right to you.

Thank you again and I will see you soon!!


